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00:02 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
Hi from Edmonton, too 

00:05 - dave cormier 
@clay he's kind always in a submarine 

00:11 - Doug Belshaw 
Was that you drawing on the whiteboard, Hilliger? 

00:11 - dave cormier 
it's his thing 

00:11 - Verena Roberts 
Wouldn't miss this one for the world - synchronous amazing... 

00:12 - Peggy George 
yes Keeley-I think you need flash for etherpad 

00:16 - Alec Couros 
http://about.me/dajbelshaw 

00:21 - bonstewart 
is it a yellow submarine? 

00:25 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
Happy Family Day @Colette 

00:28 - debseed 
@keeley no the ipad doesn't have all the features, eg writing on the whiteboard 

00:35 - christinmanning 
we all live in a yellow submarine 

00:39 - Peggy George 
here's the Etherpad link in case you missed it: https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

01:06 - Peggy George 
Hi Todd! Great to see you! 

01:17 - Todd Conaway 
Hi Peggy! 

01:30 - Peggy George 
Thanks a lot Doug for offering this session! 

01:39 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
You too, @rhonda! 

02:06 - Doug Belshaw 
https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

02:16 - amyburvall 
haha Hawaii is missing in action 

02:19 - Peggy George 
come join us on the Etherpad :-) 

02:26 - bonstewart 
speaking of context, Doug, i've been reading you for years & somehow never fully clued in that you're British. oops. 

02:30 - Alison Seaman 
@amy draw it 

02:33 - Alison Seaman 
:D 

02:36 - Doug Belshaw 
https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

02:55 - LauraHilliger 
whoa, I'm like half of germany and czech... 

02:58 - Lorraine Boulos 
I'm from Burlington, Ontario, Canada 

03:07 - Lorraine Boulos 
@RaineCB on Titter 

03:16 - dave cormier 
cold? 

03:18 - dave cormier 
really? 

03:22 - Alison MacLean 
UMASS Boston 

03:26 - paul21 
Montreal 

03:42 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
Montreal, that is cold:) 

03:57 - Peggy George 
Phoenix AZ 

04:06 - LynneM 
From Greensboro, NC 

04:20 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
I'm in Iowa. Cold and overcast today. 

04:26 - Matt Cronin 
Salem, MA 

04:37 - Janet Webster 
van,bc 

04:42 - Jim Stauffer @xb7r 
titanpad.com allow creation of an account and more control of your etherpads - for those who don't want to install on their ownb server 

04:43 - Max Alvarez 
Hi, from Buenos Aires, warm &windy 

04:50 - Alec Couros 
here is the etherpad link again https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

04:54 - dave cormier 
I wouldn't. 'cause i don't think it exists 

05:07 - LynneM 
NC weather: 60s on Friday, snow on Saturday 

05:26 - Matt Cronin 
It's all about context 

05:49 - Paul Signorelli 
I like this one from Wikipedia: "Digital literacy is the ability to effectively and critically navigate, evaluate and create information using a range of digital technologies." 

05:53 - Janet Webster 
would be an ever evolving def-keeping up with tech 

05:58 - Jkd #2 
Understanding e messages 

06:13 - LynneM 
Can anyone connect to ethereal on iPad?  Am I doing something wrong ? 

06:26 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
It seems to be working on my iPad 

06:27 - Alec Couros 
@lynne don't think it works on the iPad 

06:32 - Peggy George 
no I don't think you can connect on iPad to Etherpad. 

06:35 - Alec Couros 
oh ... michelle, interesting 

06:47 - Leo Ureel, @mtu_leo 
understanding and communicating about and with digital tools 

06:48 - LynneM 
@alex @Peggy thanks 

06:54 - LauraHilliger 
Q Like this Doug? 

07:00 - Brendan Murphy 
@michelle are you using safari or another browser 

07:06 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
safari 

07:49 - Alec Couros 
http://neverendingthesis.com/index.php?title=Main_Page 

07:54 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
But I know at if I stay off collaborate app for more than 5 mins it will kick me out of lc 

07:59 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
Class 

08:22 - @ericineducation 
good lookin dude 

08:31 - Alec Couros 
Doug - that girl has her hand up. :-) 

08:31 - @JRROCKWALL 
his TEDx talk is here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8yQPoTcZ78 

09:01 - Alec Couros 
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/ 

09:11 - Alec Couros 
http://www.mozilla.org/foundation/ 

09:37 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
The beginner and Intermediate levels seem to leave out a middle ground. 

10:10 - Alec Couros 
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Learning/WebLiteracyStandard 

10:11 - LauraHilliger 
The Mozilla Foundation launched Webmaker last year, http://webmaker.org, where we're exploring web literacies 

10:18 - @JRROCKWALL 
here's the Web lit white paper 

10:19 - @JRROCKWALL 
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Learning/WebLiteraciesWhitePaper 

10:46 - Alec Couros 
Beautifully designed slides 

11:08 - John Johnston #2 
slides not showing here, any ideas? 

11:28 - Keeley Sorokti 
I don't see slides either 

11:30 - @catherinecronin 
Agreed @Alec... 

11:31 - Alec Couros 
hmmm 

11:33 - @ericineducation 
view>>restore default layout 

11:48 - Alec Couros 
let me know if that works - thanks Eric 

12:04 - LauraHilliger 
didn't work for me 

12:13 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
I can see the Paul Gilster slide 

12:18 - Louise G 
all good here 

12:23 - Verena Roberts 
I see them now - thx 

12:23 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
switched to the next one 

12:25 - Ian (inSheffield) 
Slides also available here - http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2013/02/17/t3s1-digital-literacies-with-dr-doug-belshaw-etmooc/ 

12:25 - amyburvall 
great question 

12:35 - Alec Couros 
here are the slides on slideshare in case you can't see them http://www.slideshare.net/dajbelshaw/etmooc-t3-s1-digital-literacies-with-dr-doug-belshaw?ref=http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2013/02/17/t3s1-digital-literacies-with-dr-doug-belshaw-etmooc/ 

12:42 - John Johnston #2 
back now when went to new slide 

12:49 - John Johnston #2 
ta 

12:52 - Alec Couros 
currently on slide 14 

12:55 - dave cormier 
how many shades of gray? 

12:55 - Alec Couros 
15 

13:02 - @susanvg 
Isn't literacy changing constantly - with time 

13:02 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
I appreciated having the slides ahead of time - flipped technique :) 

13:05 - @JRROCKWALL 
"it's a condition, not a threshold" 

13:10 - Alison Seaman 
@dave 50 

13:56 - debseed 
Hi Gemma :) 

14:08 - Janet Webster 
Canada:http://www4.hrsdc.gc.ca/.3ndic.1t.4r@-eng.jsp?iid=31 

14:11 - g.holtam #2 
Hi, almost forgot about this :( 

14:11 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@Glenn agreeed, I did my homework ;) 

14:14 - Peggy George 
thanks for all of the links Alec! 

14:15 - Julie Balen 
@Alison that's being pop culturally literate :) 

14:22 - Valerie Lopes 
@jrrockwall ...it is a continum 

14:28 - Alison Seaman 
@julie haha 

14:32 - @ericineducation 
i'm hulk literate 

14:33 - Alec Couros 
great tweet 

14:36 - Verena Roberts 
Edtech hulk - is hilarious! 

14:41 - CogDog 
doug literacy 

14:43 - @susanvg 
:) 

14:51 - Valerie Lopes 
Edtech hulk likes to shout! 

14:56 - CogDog 
I meant dog literacy 

15:01 - @catherinecronin 
:) 

15:07 - Valerie Lopes 
@cogdog ha ha! 

15:30 - Joe Dillon 
To improve hulk literacy http://www.amazon.com/Marvel-Encyclopedia-DK-Publishing/dp/0756655307 

15:47 - dave cormier 
i wouldn't pick on the librarians if i was you 

15:55 - dave cormier 
that's a pretty militant group 

15:57 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Hulk like GUT literacy 

16:05 - @JRROCKWALL 
"one literacy to rule them all" 

16:10 - @ericineducation 
literacy literacy 

16:12 - Paul Signorelli 
Librarans are big enough to take it, Dave. They'll just cut off your borrowing rights if you step over the wrong line. 

16:14 - bonstewart 
is there any kind of accepted overall term? 

16:20 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
hehehe 

16:28 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
Twitter literacy 

16:36 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
Education loves a definition! 

16:56 - Greg Miller 
Literacy - the ability to successfully cope with society as it is. 

17:00 - dave cormier 
definitions are murder 

17:02 - Bernard 
Q - Is it really academics trying to feel important, or expeirementing with terms around which we can have a rich and diverse discourse? 

17:05 - Valerie Lopes 
acordym ..it is because education likes to put boxes aroud things 

17:06 - debseed 
I tried several times to get motorbike literate by reading Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.  Failed that, so now I just ride my bike (all over the place :)) 

17:09 - dave cormier 
kill an idea so you can talk about it 

17:24 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
that is a great infographic for my school - we have "regular" stream and "traditional" stream classrooms 

17:25 - Peggy George 
funny @debseed! 

17:28 - Tannis Morgan 
acquisition vs participation metaphors perhaps 

17:38 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
Perish and Dewey are BFF! 

17:43 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
@dave interesting metaphor. How about dancing with it? 

17:46 - @catherinecronin 
http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2012/05/31/zen-and-the-art-of-digital-literacies-edtech12/ 

17:54 - @JRROCKWALL 
love that quote 

18:00 - debseed 
I started reading Zen when it first came out in 1975, I've never been able to finish it! 

18:02 - Michelle Cordy @cordym 
Sorry, Persig (author of Zen...) 

18:09 - Greg Miller 
Great quote. 

18:10 - amyburvall 
I like this McLuhan quote: "The use of the electronic media constitutes a break boundary between fragmented Gutenberg man and integral man, just as phonetic literacy was a break boundary between oral-tribal man and visual man." 

18:25 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Continuums of relationships work for me 

18:44 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Now returning to Physics -- if you try to define the definition too finely, only some will be able to understand it. 

19:15 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
That reminds me of a school I heard recently that 6th grade students go through a "Digital Literacy" online course by themselves, and when they finish they can check that off their list of to-dos. 

19:25 - Michelle @cordym 
Like DIKW models of knowledge http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DIKW_Pyramid 

19:28 - dave cormier 
Doug flails his hands around as much as i do :) 

19:44 - @susanvg 
Digital literacies - a moving target as change happens quickly 

19:45 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Yes, learning of the literacies isn't linear. We've been speaking of that - rhizomatic 

19:48 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
they're many! 

19:49 - Michelle @cordym 
Data>Information>Knowledge>Wisdom 

19:50 - @JRROCKWALL 
for every tool/process, requires multiple literacies 

19:50 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
I think we go up and down those "stairs" depending on the advancement of technologies and where we are in our lives and our ability/interest to interact with technology/digital world. 

19:58 - debseed 
I read something recently about Q&A to students at the end of a class and then assuming that yes, they know the topic.  Unfortunately its not quite so simple! 

20:07 - Janet Webster 
are they cultural? 

20:07 - Clay 
Q - why keep the word literacy at all, at this point? 

20:32 - Stephanie Ray 
Perhaps fluency? 

20:34 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Context dependent - I liked that when I read that yesterday 

20:47 - Brendan Murphy 
How often have we felt like we can't keep up with the pace of change 

20:50 - Greg Miller 
Things are changing so fast that as soon as we settle on one definition it's changes 

21:14 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
@greg I wonder if that is because technology/digital world changes so fast? 

21:19 - Riven 
I like the idea of digital fluency much better than digital literacy! Much better concept. 

21:22 - Stephanie Ray 
Fluency is a fluid term, yes 

21:25 - @JRROCKWALL 
I think in SK we're saying fluency instead of literacy. But yes, many of the same problems come from that language 

21:27 - amyburvall 
let's use "moxie" instead 

21:38 - Riven 
Digital guts :) 

21:49 - Alec Couros 
talk button is open 

21:53 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Fluency is relative, but we need something to give us a sense of skills, right? 

21:54 - Keith T 
do principles change as quickly as technology? 

22:19 - Valerie Lopes 
@kevin T not if the principle is really a principle 

22:20 - Elizabeth Pitts 
Q: what about ability rather than fluency or literacy? 

22:21 - Clay 
Is there a word which signals the constant cycle of renewal that digital literacies call for? 

22:33 - Riven 
Would you rather be literate in a new language, or fluent in it? 

22:35 - Valerie Lopes 
uumm ?keith not kevin 

22:36 - @susanvg 
Not sure we ever get fluent - as change happens and there is always more to learn - but we improve our ability to learn and relearn 

22:38 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
@langwitches asked about the terms "learnflow" or workflow or  fluency  http://langwitches.org/blog/2013/02/18/skilled-literate-fluent-in-the-digital-world/ 

22:44 - Alec Couros 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_Excellence_Framework 

22:54 - Howard Rheingold 
I have my POV on this, which I will raise tomorrow, but how do you distinguish "literacies" from "skills?" 

23:03 - Alec Couros 
howard is in the room 

23:07 - Joe Dillon 
Developing skills and awareness that are transferable seem important. 

23:26 - dave cormier 
I have some questions... but i'll be good :) 

23:32 - @ericineducation 
Make it so. 

23:47 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
is "literacies" the bouquet of skills we have in an area? 

23:51 - LauraHilliger 
If you're question got missed in the chat, put it in the Etherpad under line 79 

23:59 - dave cormier 
@colette that depends on who you talk to 

24:06 - Greg Miller 
Today, literacy is wrapped around important competencies such as collab, global awareness, self-direction, etc.. How do we measure a competency? 

24:07 - dave cormier 
I think Lankshear would say no 

24:29 - Michelle @cordym 
Literacies are rhizomatic and out of control, vs skills can be taught? 

24:48 - @ericineducation 
they're coded like CHC factors.. 

25:00 - Janet Webster 
Is 'digital literacy' an essential skill for 21st c learning? 

25:11 - Brendan Murphy 
Literacy is about communication while skills are about doing or something like that 

25:16 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
I think it is important the confident is there! 

25:18 - Fredrik Graver 
Q what do you mean by Civic? 

25:42 - Leo Ureel, @mtu_leo 
reading and writing are skills 

25:43 - CogDog 
Not sure that skills are purely transferrable, many need to develop via practice & feedback. 

26:08 - amyburvall 
and I guess there are microcultures 

26:08 - @JRROCKWALL 
Literacies vs skills: literacies can be viewed as having three components. Cognitive, Social, Technical. Skills may be subsets of those broader pieces 

26:12 - Michelle @cordym 
Lankshear: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin_Lankshear 

26:26 - Janet Webster 
@murphy 'literacy' includes numeracy literacies, etc. 

26:28 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
The tools change all the time 

27:06 - Verena Roberts 
We are trying to focus on tranferrable skills within tools - to help with all d literacy 

27:26 - debseed 
@cogdog transferable eg using hashtags in Twitter and then in other social networks (diigo, wordpress, etc) 

27:27 - Brendan Murphy 
@janet but that is still communicating 

27:40 - @catherinecronin 
I think 'literacies' includes but transcends skills -- it includes cultural and social awareness, concepts of citizenship, empowerment. 

27:40 - Howard Rheingold 
This overlaps with what I call "participation literacy" 

28:02 - Pippa 
The elements remind me of the 5 C's of ACTFL/National Standards in Foreign Language Education: Communication, Culture, Connections, Comparisons, Communities 

28:02 - amyburvall 
have phone will be citizen journalist 

28:15 - Joe Dillon 
...social action like providing access to higher ed discourse on high interest topics for free... 

28:16 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@verena, agreed, I often tell my students the most tools they will be using when they graduate haven't been invented yet so they need to learn how to transfer the skills they are learning to new tools 

28:32 - Paul Signorelli 
Rhonda's point about tools changing all the time actually points to the need for an overall, comprehensive, ever-evolving definition for "digital literacy/literacies." 

28:32 - @ericineducation 
on the cultural element, I can't help but think about digital literacy and the culture of poverty; how do they fit together if at all? 

28:36 - Colin Maxwell 
8 elements is quite a lot - emphasises that Digital Literacy is complex 

28:43 - Howard Rheingold 
@catherincronin In terms of social media, I think of literacies as skills situated socially -- skills that are used in concert with others. One can read and write without engaging in direct dialog, but blogs, forums, wikis, Twitter are all about social communication. 

28:44 - Michelle @cordym 
Q: What is connection between "Co" and Democracy? 

28:57 - @catherinecronin 
@rljessen agreed :) 

28:58 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
that's very important 

29:06 - amyburvall 
sounds a lot like my digital viking profile :) 

29:07 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
@eric - which is probably why the UN made access to the Internet a universal right 

29:10 - debseed 
confident or willing to take risks? 

29:20 - Janet Webster 
@murphy, yes-in the broad sense 

29:26 - Tim Brenner 
risk management 

29:29 - Clay 
If you're constructive, is that not the real point of confidence? The power to do 

29:38 - Fredrik Graver 
@debseed are they not related? :) 

29:42 - christinmanning 
Q: did you look at age/gender differences to see if this impacts digital literacy? 

29:42 - Alec Couros 
voice comes with confidence - without achievement of voice, I believe it is difficult to be truly, digitally literate 

29:52 - Michelle @cordym 
@clay +1 like <applause> (great point) 

29:53 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
programmed out of them by traditional schooling, too little self-direction ... 

29:53 - Paul Signorelli 
Yes to what Doug just said about developing an ability to dive into new tools and experiment as part of digital literacy/literacies 

29:58 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
I think this "cf" element is something my staff really needs to understand 

29:58 - Alison Seaman 
@alec agree 

30:21 - Sue Dunlop 
A confident learner can transfer that confidence to many situations. 

30:28 - Valerie Lopes 
@alec...voice is critical 

30:28 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
"cf" comes from experience 

30:32 - @ericineducation 
alec - interesting use of achieve and voice in the same statement 

30:35 - Julie Balen 
@aforgrave Too true :( 

30:36 - Joe Dillon 
confident correlates to perseverance to navigate new platforms, or accept invitations to collaborate 

30:41 - amyburvall 
very Darwinian- those who adapt will survive 

30:59 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
@aforgrave - which is what my staff are not giving students... 

31:01 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Has anyone seen my voice?  It's out there somewhere ... ;-) 

31:06 - Alison Seaman 
or curated 

31:10 - @catherinecronin 
@howard "skills situated socially" -- I like that! skills used in concert with others, as you say. I don't think we can talk about digital literacies / participation literacies without also talking about society, citizenship, power, etc. 

31:13 - Verena Roberts 
I think the whole trend around "failure" and accepting it has something to do with the confidence piece? 

31:15 - Alison Seaman 
or true 

31:25 - amyburvall 
Yeah! Ong! 

31:31 - LauraHilliger 
agree Verena 

31:31 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
yes, we need to be able to critically evalute, not just accept at face value (especially advertising) 

31:35 - Valerie Lopes 
@cc so true 

31:37 - @ericineducation 
it's "interstitial" 

31:41 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
I like that quote by Gurak 

31:43 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
@alec - without the voice and the social element, it's a relatively narrow use of technology and learning 

31:51 - Greg Miller 
This is digital citizenship; approaching tech with a critical view. 

32:01 - debseed 
@fredgraver  No, I don't think so. Confidence can come from extended practice, whereas risk taking is a willingness to try (and possibly fail) 

32:12 - @susanvg 
critically - understanding who is behind a particular text, triangulate with other texts 

32:12 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Behind code shifting is some kind of wiring change ... 

32:15 - Alec Couros 
I am hoping #etmooc emerges into the civic with our final topic, digital citizenship. 

32:26 - @catherinecronin 
very much agree with this, Doug. 

32:40 - Alec Couros 
very nice framework 

32:42 - Sue Dunlop 
Confidence means knowing that even if you fail, eventually you will learn and have success. 

32:43 - Julie Balen 
friendly crowd here 

32:48 - Valerie Lopes 
ability to effectively and critically navigate, evaluate, use, curate, create and share using a range of digital technologies, responsibly and safely. 

32:51 - Fredrik Graver 
@debseed I think you need confidence to risk failure. 

32:51 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
What compounds can you make with these? 

33:01 - Jeff Merrell 
@catherinecronin...also agree re:civic 

33:08 - bonstewart 
@andrewforgrave only haikus 

33:12 - Verena Roberts 
Why no "connect" ? 

33:14 - Janet Webster 
what about ACCESS? 

33:17 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
Can't wait to start mixing these! 

33:20 - amyburvall 
great question @aforgrave - that would be a fun project 

33:22 - Greg Miller 
Our gr6 students created public service announcements using iMovie last week. Very cool work on human rights. 

33:24 - Alec Couros 
@aforgrave diConfidentMonoculturate 

33:24 - Alison Seaman 
@fredrik i think it has a lot to do with setting the conditions that allow for 'safe to fail' 

33:26 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Do some bind more easily than others, or are some more easily absorbed when combined? 

33:31 - @susanvg 
communication can be one way 

33:39 - @susanvg 
a writer and a reader 

33:50 - Paul Signorelli 
Thanks, Doug; the framework makes lots of sense and is very helpful for those of us involved in training-teaching-learning 

33:52 - April 
Q - How is this different/same as digital citizenship? 

33:56 - LauraHilliger 
You can also write questions in the Etherpad under line 79 

33:57 - dave cormier 
Q. So are you saying that given the digital, these literacies have become more important? they do seem to be 'literacies' 

34:00 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
@alec LOL. 

34:07 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Just playing with the metaphor ... 

34:19 - debseed 
Failing can knock the confidence of some learners though? 

34:22 - CogDog 
@aforgrave CuCo2 

34:27 - Verena Roberts 
Yes - I think that if these "connect/combine" these together - then "connect" is covered :) 

34:34 - Michelle @cordym 
Q: @April's question: How is this different/same as digital citizenship? 

34:40 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Cu2@CoDoG 

34:43 - Alison Seaman 
@deb not as much in a safe enviro 

34:56 - Alec Couros 
take the mic if you like 

34:58 - Lorraine Boulos 
Greg - would love to see your iMovies 

34:58 - Janet Webster 
'Connect' could cover access 

35:03 - Fredrik Graver 
@Alison our motto at the film school is "The Film School is the right to make mistakes" (loosely translated from Norwegian) We sepend a lot of time creating safe condiditions for failure :) 

35:09 - Thomas okon 
Q How about contribute?  as in connected learning contributing to others learning by what you create 

35:17 - LauraHilliger 
Confidence = being the first to press the talk button and ask Doug a question ;) 

35:25 - Fredrik Graver 
But it still requires a certain confidence in the students to begin with 

35:28 - Peggy George 
:-) Laura!! 

35:31 - Clay 
Q - Does much of the web actively inhibit these literacies? 

35:32 - @susanvg 
@Janet Webster - it depends how you define connect 

35:46 - Clay 
Q - or is a way of thinking about this an argument for reforming the web? 

35:51 - Sue Dunlop 
@debseed: failing can be OK with support and feedback.  My best learning comes from failing - hard lesson to learn but so important. 

35:52 - Alexandra Barclay @MissAliBee 
i like connect too 

35:55 - Alec Couros 
since Doug mention "preliterate", "postliterate" is also something worth exploring http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post_literacy 

36:00 - Brendan Murphy 
can be difficult to keep up with the chat and formuatle a question at the same time 

36:04 - Pippa 
Observation: In second languages, fluency is defined by similar elements:  Communication, Culture, Connections, Comparisons, Communities.  I think Cf and Cr ought to be part of langauge fluency as well. 

36:12 - Rosemary Powers 
some of these may be more foundational than others-- ie without a cultural context of meaning, communicating is more difficult 

36:19 - Alec Couros 
Thanks for that Pippa 

36:24 - Greg Miller 
These descriptors are more about process and less about product, no? 

36:24 - Kris 
Can you do any of these WITHOUT connecting? 

36:39 - LauraHilliger 
Pippa - you mean they should be explicit parts? 

36:40 - Alec Couros 
@kris not well. 

37:02 - Alec Couros 
McLuhan used the term "The Electric Man" 

37:02 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
shocking. 

37:03 - Matt Cronin #2 
Speaking of the limits of tools for the task, this chat is like drinking from the firehose. 

37:16 - LynneM #2 
Does communicative relate to connect? 

37:22 - Michelle @cordym 
Agree @Greg, like describing weather patterns in the news. Not the wind you feel, but the low pressure system or high pressure system, you dig? 

37:37 - Alec Couros 
@matt you can download the firehouse after the session, btw. 

37:38 - Peggy George 
Just a gentle reminder that all private messages are seen by the moderators. 

37:42 - Sue Dunlop 
Matt 2 - agreed! 

37:52 - LynneM #2 
Perhaps communicative can include connect if communication is dialogic. 

37:56 - Keith T 
? Confident and Creative seem to be personal qualities, are either needed for literacy? Can explore timidly! (not always boldly go) 

38:08 - debseed 
@suedunlop  Failing may be too hard a lesson for some.  I wonder how many people gave up #etmooc (or any other mooc) because it was too overwhelming? 

38:08 - Thomas okon 
Question? How about contribute? as in connected learning contributing to others learning by what you create 

38:22 - Michelle @cordym 
Is communicative like contribute? 

38:26 - Rosemary Powers 
about whether can do any without connecting, I think you can - creative exploration may be personal for some time and then desire to be communicated 

38:32 - Brendan Murphy 
@keith confident to try creative use of technology or use it in ways it wasn't intended by creators 

38:40 - Clay 
Q - how do you connect this with the 'digital native' rhetoric? 

38:42 - @ericineducation 
was it hard to choose only C words? 

38:43 - Stephanie Ray 
I think we need to think about future literacies, to Tom's point, as new tools foster new collaborative aspects to learning. 

38:55 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@Peggy, now I am curious about the private chats and their potential topics, very distracted :) 

39:05 - Brendan Murphy 
I think 7 of these can be adjectives of cummunication 

39:15 - Fredrik Graver 
ok. 

39:17 - Joe Dillon 
"Generative" might substitute for creative but it doesn't start with C. 

39:21 - Sue Dunlop 
@debseed And here we come back to confidence. To stay in Etmooc I needed the confidence that I could learn something, even though I can't keep up with many. 

39:34 - Tannis Morgan 
is cultural an element, or are the elements components of a cultural literacy practice? 

39:41 - LauraHilliger 
yeah, the German word for "literacy" is non existent 

39:48 - debseed 
I think 

39:58 - Lorraine Boulos 
Q- I'm wondering the same thing as clay - so what is a "digital native"? 

40:01 - @JRROCKWALL 
I thought Finland was the 'top dog' for literacy 

40:04 - LauraHilliger 
literally translated it's "Reading Writing Competency" 

40:05 - Alison Seaman 
@sue how did you gain the confidence you needed? 

40:05 - Sue Dunlop 
@Debseed  So how to create the conditions for learning and for confidence? Interesting problem of practice. 

40:13 - LauraHilliger 
Leseschreibfäigkeit 

40:19 - LauraHilliger 
meh 

40:19 - Tom Salmon 
Wow that's amazing ! I wonder how other countries describe it :) 

40:29 - @susanvg 
@JRROCKWALL Finland top dog for education 

40:32 - Sue Dunlop 
@Alison - 50 years of life!!! 

40:53 - Alec Couros 
our word for literacy means "things made from letters" ... I can understand why it is not transferable. 

40:59 - Alison Seaman 
@sue haha 

40:59 - Al Smith 
COMPETENCY is interesting notion... 

41:00 - debseed 
@debseed I don't know if that it is a personality trait,  not giving up, willing to take the risk...  Can you teach that to students? 

41:36 - Lorraine Boulos 
LOL 

41:38 - debseed 
@suedunlop you asked my question! :) 

41:45 - Alison Seaman 
gah natives v immigrants 

41:50 - Alec Couros 
lol prensky 

41:55 - @JRROCKWALL 
the idea of 'digital natives' plagues us to this day... 

42:02 - @susanvg 
I so agree - they may be comfortable with technology - but not necessarily literate 

42:04 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
I'm amazed how much even the brightest high school students are afraid to just try new tools and literacy areas 

42:22 - Alison Seaman 
binaries 

42:33 - Tim Brenner 
Doesn't digital natives vs immigrants decribe a difference between cultures? 

42:37 - LauraHilliger 
In the Etherpad, there's a list of links from Doug's talk started on line 86 

42:38 - Lorraine Boulos 
Thanks! It is used regularly in our Board 

42:39 - Michelle @cordym 
"There are two types of people in this world" usually ends badly! 

42:40 - christinmanning 
but do you see age differences? 

42:43 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
Good. I'm glad you said that. Digital wisdom makes more sense than digital natives and immigrants. 

42:52 - debseed 
@Glenn I agree, and I'm no young chick myself but have always loved messing around with tech. 

42:52 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
@Glenn Hervieux -- "brightest" students, or "most successful" students?  Perhaps different from learners ... 

42:53 - Peggy George 
I agree Denise! 

42:54 - Riven 
I'd guess that "teach to the test" education doesn't foster a willingness to try new things and risk failure 

43:00 - Al Smith 
The shame is true! Bc ppl have begun to belief kids acquire what they need by just breathing - it simply isn't true 

43:12 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@Glenn Sometimes those "brightest students" are resitant to new tools or situations because they have a track record as being good at the old tools hence have a lot to loose 

43:15 - Alison Seaman 
or visitors and residents... JISC has been working on this 

43:25 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
eep, closed etherpad by accident... can someone link me again? 

43:26 - April 
link to Etherpad? 

43:30 - John Johnston #2 
you could give us a badge;-) 

43:31 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Dig. natives vs. immigrants is blurred when we speak of constantly changing literacies 

43:35 - Alec Couros 
https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

43:45 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
thanks, too many tabs open 

43:53 - Janet Webster 
Cu,Co,Cf 

43:55 - @JRROCKWALL 
overlapping matrix ;) all important but levels of each need to be assessed afterwards. 

44:09 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
is it a matter of ranking or how intertwined they are? 

44:12 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
@Rhonda - I agree with that. Teachers are often the same way, it feels like to me. 

44:18 - Alison Seaman 
http://tallblog.conted.ox.ac.uk/index.php/2008/07/23/not-natives-immigrants-but-visitors-residents/ 

44:29 - amyburvall 
Since "literacy" is derived from "letters", I think we should just scrap the term since we are living in a post-literate/or para-literate or 2nd orality 

44:33 - Stephanie Ray 
I also like the idea that emerged today (haven't had a chance to watch it but saw this tweet from Edutopia: "If a student is not fluent in digital media, I would venture to say they may not be considered literate" http://edut.to/11H3jPo  #digcit 

44:41 - Alec Couros 
Here is the etherpad link once again https://etherpad.mozilla.org/etmoocT3S1 

44:53 - Michelle @cordym 
Doug, can you type in the chat the name of the author that 'deconstructed' digital natives? 

45:01 - dave cormier 
but i want an A!!! 

45:07 - @JRROCKWALL 
Martin 2008 

45:12 - Michelle @cordym 
Thanks! 

45:12 - Peggy George 
is it important that we know how we rank it or are we responding for what we think the priority should be? 

45:13 - Alexandra Barclay @MissAliBee 
1.Communicative –2 way conversation 

45:19 - Alison MacLean 
Cf, Cr, Cg, Co, Cn, Ct, Cu, Ci 

45:30 - Doug Belshaw 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-8535.2007.00793.x/abstract;jsessionid=D0254BDDD4990FFFFF9228DC75571615.d01t01?systemMessage=Wiley+Online+Library+will+be+disrupted+on+23+February+from+10%3A00-12%3A00+BST+%2805%3A00-07%3A00+EDT%29+for+essential+maintenance&userIsAuthenticated=false&deniedAccessCustomisedMessage= 

45:46 - Alison MacLean 
Nothing happens without confidence! Sorry keep getting booted off etherpad. 

45:50 - Doug Belshaw 
http://kimhuett.wiki.westga.edu/file/view/The-digital-natives-debate-A-critical-review-of-the-evidence.pdf 

45:51 - @JRROCKWALL 
and now the term "digital native" has been replaced by "net gen" and all that jazz. When will the madness end? 

45:51 - Janet Webster 
@Ray-what about 'teachers', then... 

45:56 - Michelle @cordym 
Thank you very much. 

45:58 - Doug Belshaw 
Bennett, Sue, Karl Maton, and Lisa Kervin. "The ‘igital natives’debate: A critical review of the evidence." British journal of educational technology 39.5 (2008): 775-786. 

46:20 - Clay 
Q I think the point of the digital native question is not a comment on the debate, but how you think these literacies are acquired 

46:28 - debseed 
What does Prensky think now? 

46:34 - @catherinecronin 
Great to invite students to read/discuss/debate the Prensky article... always a good discussion :) 

46:40 - Michelle 1 
Even he has admitted the error in how the analogy has been evolved 

46:47 - Michelle @cordym 
Agree: Net Smart is amazing read. 

46:51 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@Glenn great point 

46:54 - Michelle @cordym 
"Infotention" 

46:56 - Peggy George 
think Howard left the room 

46:56 - Michelle 1 
Prensky's latest book doesn't completely sit well either 

47:04 - Greg Miller 
Like all literacy these are situational. 

47:08 - Julie Balen 
Cf, Co, Ct, Cr, Cg, Cn, Cu, Ci 

47:09 - Verena Roberts 
Net Smart is like a "bible" for Digital Literacy 

47:14 - Keeley Sorokti 
Netsmart!!! Motivated me to help my 2nd grader start a blog. 

47:19 - debseed 
I can't listen to you Doug while I'm putting numbers on this white board!! 

47:22 - Sue Dunlop 
Yes, Doug. It's cray-cray! 

47:23 - @susanvg 
2 monitors helps 

47:32 - Michelle @cordym 
Smart MObs also wonderful 

47:33 - Keeley Sorokti 
Just gave a copy of Netsmart to my son's technology teacher 

47:37 - Donna Fry @fryed 
People new to onling meetings find it very frustrating and challenging to follow this 

47:41 - Ian (inSheffield) 
Maybe the terms 'native' etc are irrelevant? But the fact that they encourage discussion and debate around the issues is to be welcomed surely? 

47:41 - Donna Fry @fryed 
*online 

47:42 - Alec Couros 
"manage and maintain multiple streams of simultaneous information" 

47:44 - @catherinecronin 
@keeley Great idea :) 

47:51 - amyburvall 
Some of you might be interested in my "digital vikings" post re: the Prenksy idea (did for #edcmooc) http://amysmooc.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/why-we-need-digital-vikings-edcmooc/ 

47:59 - LauraHilliger 
Q Doug - Digital Natives Debate seems to be..uh...not an open format :( 

48:03 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
And we have the chat on Blackboard. I'm sitting next to Kris virtually and we are ranking in a private chat. 

48:03 - Jim Stauffer @xb7r 
going to have to catch the recording - have to run 

48:06 - Fredrik Graver 
Closest thing to "literacy" in Norwegian is "lesekyndighet", which I would translate to "reading facility" or "reading ability" 

48:16 - Michelle 1 
I missed it-are people using a hashtag on Twitter? 

48:35 - LauraHilliger 
@Michelle #etmooc 

48:37 - Ideas_factory 
Sorry late to the party- Are we ordering these? 

48:44 - Michelle 1 
Thanks Laura 

48:47 - LauraHilliger 
np 

48:47 - Dimitris Tzouris (@dimitristzouris) 
:) 

48:49 - amyburvall 
@Fredrik- same in Swedish - translates to "reading proficiency" 

48:54 - Verena Roberts 
I liiked the music! 

48:55 - debseed 
Have you seen the Carol Vordeman (bad word) Countdown? 

49:00 - LauraHilliger 
I like when you play "hurry up" music Doug 

49:00 - Taffwatts 
Nice... Consonant please.. 

49:10 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
LOVE countdown 

49:11 - @JRROCKWALL 
countdown teapot! 

49:18 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
ah memories from living in London 

49:47 - @ericineducation 
Cg fo sho 

49:47 - Alec Couros 
All these C's, and no Couros. 

49:51 - @JRROCKWALL 
should had a google form set up to a ranking system 

49:55 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
I just think a list isn't the way to organize these... 

50:00 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
*don't think 

50:02 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Collaborative, Consultative 

50:13 - Michelle @cordym 
Couros, no Cordy either;-) 

50:19 - amyburvall 
I'd love the elements slide as a poster :) 

50:19 - Brendan Murphy 
Why does everything start with a C anyway? 

50:21 - @JRROCKWALL 
@Alec, isn't that what "Co" stands for? ;) 

50:23 - Fredrik Graver 
@amy that makes sense. 

50:24 - Alec Couros 
@cordym we've been left out. 

50:33 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@colette agreed, they are not linear, all are very related and affect the others 

50:38 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
How much of traditional schooling assessed based on Communicative ??? 

50:44 - LauraHilliger 
it all starts with a C because C fits between D and B (Doug Belshaw) 

50:59 - Verena Roberts 
That's good Laura! 

51:02 - Clay 
I want to speak up in defense of Copper and Cadmium 

51:11 - LauraHilliger 
lol Clay 

51:27 - Greg Miller 
In our province literacy initiatives are expected to develop ethical citizens, engaged learners, with an entrepreneurial spirit. 

51:34 - Michelle @cordym 
Agree @aforgrave - you might find this interesting http://www.educatorstechnology.com/2013/02/teaching-without-words-must-see-ted-talk.html 

51:37 - ARTiFactor 
allow them to participate fully in public, community, [Creative] and economic life 

51:55 - Alec Couros 
This cereal is an excellent source of Irodium! http://www.mining.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/irdium-breakfast-cereal.jpg 

52:06 - Taffwatts 
Will the EtherPad script be accessible after the session? 

52:09 - Alec Couros 
Element literacy. 

52:14 - Keith T 
No unobtanium then 

52:21 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
@Michelle -- thanks!  Corollary? Learning without Language ?? 

52:31 - Janet Webster 
In Canada: literacies associated with 'well-being' 

52:32 - Alec Couros 
We will link to it in the etmooc archive 

52:41 - Pamela Hunnisett 
confidence and fluency of using various digital landscapes to construct knowledge and application 

52:43 - Lorraine Boulos 
Thanks Alec 

52:45 - amyburvall 
do you have any great resources for hashtag literacy? 

52:51 - @JRROCKWALL 
for you typography nerds out there http://www.behance.net/Gallery/Periodic-Table-of-Typefaces/193759 

53:10 - dave cormier 
Q. Any chance you'd talk about how a literacy becomes a 'digital' literacy? 

53:16 - Jenny Mackness 
Hi 

53:26 - Jenny Mackness 
Thanks 

53:28 - Louise G 
ability to communicate and participate in digital media in a cultural context, where literacy is measured on acontinuum. 

54:06 - dave cormier 
Think about using twitter. 

54:06 - Keith T 
Beginning to feel like an extension of literacy into the ever changing channels enabled by technology 

54:13 - dave cormier 
the vast majority of how twitter works 

54:16 - Michelle @cordym 
Hi Jenny ~!  We are co-learners in #cooplit.  Nice to see you here too. 

54:17 - dave cormier 
is about being social 

54:34 - Clay 
Q - how are digital literacies acquired? Do you mean to argue that we need to do particular things move this out of the realm of autodidacts? 

54:36 - Alec Couros 
In Saskatchewan, we define digital fluency as "the ability to use digital technologies readily and strategically to learn, to work, and to play" - I think it falls short 

54:41 - dave cormier 
i tend to tell my students that they have 97% of the literacies they need to use the web 

54:43 - Tom Salmon 
Q maybe what does digital illiteracy look like ? :) 

54:48 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
@JR ohhh, very cool, thanks for sharing the periodic table of typfaces, will keep me distracted for ages 

55:01 - @JRROCKWALL 
@Alec, what else would you add? 

55:01 - Rhoni @rhonimcfarlane 
Isn't the digital part just the medium? 

55:06 - Al Smith 
2 years ago, CNN reporters didn't know what a hashtag was? are they now literate? its all about adapting as needed 

55:08 - amyburvall 
forward into the past 

55:17 - @susancampo 1 
@dave I know someone who is very literate, but very slowly becoming literate digitally 

55:34 - Alec Couros 
Mcluhan rearview mirror quote/image http://vermontphotojournalist.com/post/6863742727/the-past-went-that-a-way-when-faced-with-a 

55:39 - Pamela Hunnisett 
Using the digital world to ask and answer your own questions 

55:47 - Rosemary Powers 
Within a shared cultural context, the ability to take risks with confidence  using digital tools to  create, co-construct, and communicate in a way that acts upon and changes the cultural context. 

55:49 - Rhoni @rhonimcfarlane 
if i dont know how to speak Japanese does that make me illiterat? 

55:51 - Greg Miller 
@alec A pretty superficial definition. What would you say should be added? 

56:27 - Alec Couros 
@greg @jrockwall Something around wider implications to change the context around your world positively. 

56:29 - Rhoni @rhonimcfarlane 
illiterate!! 

56:39 - Doug Belshaw 
@dajbelshaw 

56:50 - Lorraine Boulos 
I think a component of digital literacies needs to include ability to learn and unlearn - adapt to changes in literacies 

56:54 - Brendan Murphy 
Q if we can't define literacy how can we develop standards? 

57:03 - Janet Webster 
Why is a 'standard' necessary? 

57:24 - Greg Miller 
@alec Agreed. And something about positively contributing to present and future society. 

57:24 - @JRROCKWALL 
@Alec, makes me think of the social element included in info lit, and some of the other new literacy frameworks. 

57:44 - Keith T 
Difficult sometimes to persuade colleagues it is different from IT literacy 

57:53 - Alec Couros 
I'm recently Google Nexus 4 literate 

58:11 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Some kind of framework is needed - how do we help students along the literacy road without it? 

58:17 - amyburvall 
makes sense 

58:38 - Michelle @cordym 
modular 

58:39 - @ericineducation 
smart 

58:40 - Michelle @cordym 
like 

58:48 - Michelle @cordym 
sounds like the future to me! 

58:57 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
If we speak of context dependent, then the school context might be different than a MOOC context 

59:02 - Tim Brenner 
Is a google search the practice a web literacy? 

59:06 - Alec Couros 
which is where curriculum planners always get stumped by deliverables 

59:11 - Ideas_factory 
Don't forget badges Doug :^D 

59:18 - Keeley Sorokti 
I agree Glenn Hervieux - but we have to be careful to make sure it isn't rigid 

59:43 - debseed 
@amy wikipedia article on folksonomy with good links 

59:47 - Michelle @cordym 
http://bit.ly/weblitoverview 

59:49 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
@keeley - yes...that's why I like continuums 

59:50 - Janet Webster 
By trying to create a 'standard'-aren't we using traditional thinking to pin down a medium which develops at exponential speed? 

59:51 - debseed 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folksonomy 

59:55 - @JRROCKWALL 
@Tim https://wiki.mozilla.org/Learning/WebLiteraciesWhitePaper 

1:00:04 - Greg Miller 
Yes; reconfigureable. 

1:00:05 - aforgrave (Andrew) 
Thanks, Doug! 

1:00:07 - April 
thank you! 

1:00:08 - LauraHilliger 
CLAP 

1:00:10 - Michelle @cordym 
<applause> 

1:00:14 - Taffwatts 
Thanks Diug 

1:00:20 - amyburvall 
thanks @debseed 

1:00:21 - @ericineducation 
well done 

1:00:21 - christinmanning 
thanks 

1:00:22 - Brendan Murphy 
wow that was a lot 

1:00:23 - Alison Seaman 
thanks Doug! 

1:00:25 - Donna DesRoches 
Great!! 

1:00:26 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
Approximate and change continuums of skill 

1:00:27 - John Johnston #2 
thanks doug solid stuff 

1:00:27 - Tom Salmon 
Yay thanks doug !! 

1:00:28 - Denise @mrsdkrebs 
Thanks, Doug! That was great and challenging. 

1:00:29 - Colin Maxwell 
Cheers Doug 

1:00:32 - Jeff Merrell 
Thanks! 

1:00:33 - @susancampo 1 
that hour went so fast 

1:00:40 - @catherinecronin 
Great stuff, Doug -- thanks :) 

1:00:42 - Sue Dunlop 
Thank you! Very thought provoking 

1:00:43 - Janet Webster 
awesome! 

1:00:44 - Joe Dillon 
Thanks! 

1:00:46 - Julie Balen 
Thanks tons to process 

1:00:46 - Donna Fry @fryed 
Fabulous, Doug!  Thanks so much. 

1:00:47 - Paul Signorelli 
Doug, will you be using a specific hashtag for the post-session chat on Twitter? 

1:00:50 - Elizabeth Dill 
Great job, Doug!! Many thanks! 

1:00:51 - Glenn Hervieux (SISQITMAN) 
I like the idea of creating flexible frameworks 

1:00:53 - @k12edtech (Carol) 
Thanks so much! 

1:00:55 - debseed 
Thanks, and at a decent time as well! 

1:00:55 - Ideas_factory 
clap clap-disapointed I missed most but interested in great session:) 

1:00:58 - Rhonda Jessen @rljessen 
Great session Doug and everyone, so much to think about now 

1:01:01 - Rhoni @rhonimcfarlane 
Thanks Doug, I will be revisiting the recorded session :) 

1:01:03 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
wonderful 

1:01:06 - Rosemary Powers 
many thanks Doug! 

1:01:10 - amyburvall 
big mahalo 

1:01:11 - Donna Fry @fryed 
Will be catching the recording too. 

1:01:12 - Colette (@sundayideas) 
thanks for getting me thinking more deeply 

1:01:18 - debseed 
Me too, Rhoni 

1:01:18 - Kris 
<clapping> 

1:01:19 - Bob Andersen 
thank you! 

1:01:19 - Greg Miller 
Thanks Doug. Great insights. 

1:01:21 - Alison Seaman 
7pm ESt 

1:01:22 - Riven 
Applause Applause Applause - Thanks! 

1:01:23 - @susanvg 
Thanks - much to ponder 

1:01:34 - debseed 
12pm GMT 


